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THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT MODULE CONFIGURATIONS ON THE
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SUMMARY

The effect of different module configurations on the performance of

multijunctlon (MJ) solar cells In a radiation environment was investigated.

Module configuration refers to the electrical circuit in which the subcells of

the multijunction cell are wired. Experimental data for AIGaAs, GaAs, InGaAs,

and silicon single-Junction concentrator cells subjected to I-MeV electron
irradiation was used to calculate the expected performance of AiGaAs/InGaAs,

AIGaAs/silicon, GaAs/InGaAs, and GaAs/sllicon MJ concentrator cells. These

calculations included independent, series, and voltage-matched configurations.

The module configuration was found to have a significant impact on the
radiation tolerance characteristics of HJ cells.

INTRODUCTION

MultiJunction (MJ) solar cells have the potential for extremely high

efficlencles (>30%). Such cells consist of several photovoltaically active

Junctions (subcells) with different bandgaps stacked in optical series. The

MJ cell can reach very high efflciencies because it splits the broad solar
spectrum into segments to _d_ich the individual subcells are better matched.

MJ cells are attractive for space applications where high efficiency is

important. In order to be useful for space applications, the radiation
characteristics of NJ cells need to be examined.

The radiation tolerance of an MJ solar cell is primarily determined by two
factors. The first factor is the radiation characteristics of the individual

subcells. The degradation characteristics of an individual subcell are

uypically assumed to be similar, after accounting for shielding by any

overlying material, to a single-Junction cell fabricated from the same
material and with the same cell structure. The radiation tolerance of single-
Junction solar cells has been extensively studied and documented Ill.

The second factor that influences the _adtation tolerance characteristics

of an MJ cell is its module configuration. Module configuration refers to the
electrical circuit in which the subcells of the MJ cell are wired. The

degradation characteristics of one subcell may affect the power available from
the other subcells through limitations imposed by the electrical circuit. In
this paper, we report results of a study concerning the effect of the module
configuration on the radiation tolerance of an MS cell.

* This work was partially supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract DE-ACO4-76DPO07Bg.
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MJ CELL CONFIGURATIONS

The simplest module configuration for an MJ cell has the subcells

connected in series. An MJ cell with a series configuration has only two

terminals. The current from a series st_lng of solar cells is limited by the

cell with the lowest current. The bardgaps of the subcells for a series-

configured MJ cell should therefore be chosen for matched photocurrents. The
size of a space photovoltaic array is dictated by the power requirements of
the satellite at end-of-llfe (EOL). Hence, the efficiency should be maximized

at EOL, so that the bandgaps should be chosen for matched currents at EOL.

Since many cells degrade more rapidly in current than in volLage, current

matching could impose severe limitations to the EOL efficiency of MJ cells
with a series configuration.

MJ cells whose subcells can be wired in various series/parallel circuits
have be-a recently described [2]. The voltage of cells in parallel is limited

by the cell with the lowest voltage. Hence, these MJ cells require matched

voltages between pazallel subcell circuits for efficient operation and are
referred to as having a voltage-matched (VN) configuration. An example of
two-Junction, four-terminal MJ cells wired in a 2x4 VM configuration are given
in Figure 1. In a 2x4 circuit, there are 4 strings of 2 series-connected top
cells in parallel with 2 strings of 4 series-connected bottom cells. Note
that when the subcells are indivtduall_ contacted, a variety of VM circuits (m
x n) could be used, so that a VM circuit could match the voltages of virtually
any bandgap combination [3]. Consider, for example, a CaAs/silicon
mechanically stacked, multiJunction (MSNJ) solar cell. These cells are of
interest because the subcells are already highly developed [4,5]. Recently,
an efficiency in excess of 30t (350 suns, AM1.SD) has been reported for a
CaAs/stlicon MSMJ concentrator cell [4]. An appropriate VM configuration for
this cell is a 2x3 circuit, which has 3 strings of 2 series-connected G&_s top
cells in parallel with 2 strings of 3 series-connected silicon bottom cells.
VM circuits have also been described for both two- and three-Junction MJ cells
with three _erminals, so that the VN configuration may be used with monolithic
MJ cells [2].

Another module configuration that may be used with NJ cells has all the
subcells operated independently. This configuration requires that each
subcell hav_ two terminals, be dielectrically isolated, and have independent
loads for the subcell circuits. These features make thli configuration rather
complex and it is probably impractical for Ipace applications; nevertheless,
the independent configuration yields the highest efficiency for an MJ cell
since each subcell is operated at its individual maximum-power point.

The design of t_,e MJ cell is affected by the module configuration. In
particular, selection of bandgaps for an optimized cell has different criteria
(matched currents or voltages) for the series and VM configurations. Figures
2 and 3 show the effect of the module configuration on the efficiency versus
bandgep relationship for series and VN configurations. (These efflciencies
were calculated using the model of Reference 2.) An advantase of the VM
configuration compared to the series configuration is _hat it allows a wider
selection of bandgaps for a given efficiency. This allows for a wider
selection of materials for the subcells when designing an MJ cell.
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EXPERIMENT AND CALCULATIONS

In general, the voltage and current of a solar cell degrade at different
rates with irradiation. Hence, the radiation torrance of an MJ cell is

expected to be influenced by the module configuration. While there has been

progress with MJ cells, they are not yet available for radiation studies.

Also, a general model that can accurately predict the radiation performance of

an arbitrary solar cell does not yet exist. For this study, we chose to

calculate the performance of several MJ cells using measured data from

candidate subcells. This procedure assumes that a cell has the same radiation

performance when operated as a slngle-Junctlon stand-alone solar cell and as a

subcell in a MJ stack. We believe this approach to be adequate to access

performance variations between different MJ cell confIEuratlons.

For this study, we used the measured current-voltage (IV) characteristics

of AICaAs (1.72 eV), CaAs (1.42 eV), InCaAs (1.15 eV), and silicon (1.12 eV)

concentrator cells subjected to l-MeV electron irradiation up to a fluence of
3x1015 electrons/cm 2. The IV characteristics of these cells were then used to

calculate the expected performance of various MJ cells as a function of I-MeV

electron fluence. The MJ cells considered include AIGaAs/sl].icon,

AiCaAs/InGaAs, GaAs/sillcon, and GaAs/InGaAs. The first two MJ cells with the

AICaAs top cell have an appropriate bandgap combination for either a series or

a Ix2 VM configuration. This bandgap combination is, in fact, nearly ideal

for a two-JunctlonMJ cell (Figure 2). The two MJ cells with a GaAs top cell

are of interest due to recent progress vlth CaAs-based MSMJ solar cells. A

2x3 %9/ configuration was used for these MJ cells. A series configuration was

not considered for the GaAs-based MJ cells since this bandsa p combination does

not have matched photocurrents and would perform very poorly in a series

configuration. Performance of MJ cells with an independent configuration was

also calculated for all four MJ cells as a base of comparison.

The radiation performance of the AICaAs, CaAs, InGaAs, and silicon

concentrator cells as well as _he measurement procedure has been presented
previously [6]. The Inltial davice characteristics for these concentrator

cells are presented in Table 1. Their performance as a function of 1-MeV

electron fluence are presented in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. Only the
characteristics undar concentration (100 suns, AMO) were considered in this

paper, since the first application for a hlgh-efflclency MJ cell in space is

likely to be a concentrator. Note that the maximum power (Pmax) of the InCaAs
and silicon cells degrade very rapldly due to the rapid degradation of the
current.

A1GaAs CaAe InCaAs Silicon

Jsc (A/cm2) 1.961 3,174 3._79 3,834

Voc (volts) 1,367 1,139 0,859 0.724

FEll Factor 0,835 0,799 0,794 0,800

Efficiency (t) 16.5 21.3 18.1 16.4

Table 1. Initial performance data of the concentrator
cells at I00 suns, AM0 and 25"C.
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The performance of an MJ cell using the above concentrator cells as the

subcells was calculated using the following procedure. Each illuminated IV
curve was fitted to a conventional lumped_parameter model consisting of a

current source, two diodes (n-! and n>l), and _ shunt and series resistance.

No physical interpretation was attached to these fitted parameters; the
purpose of this procedure was to allow addition of IV curves for MJ cell

modeling. Next, the MJ cell performance for independent, series, and VM

configurations (as appropriata) was calculated using the lumped parameter
model for the subcells. For the AIGaAs-based MJ cells, the photocurrent of

the bottom cell w_s set equal to the phot_current of the AIGaAs subcell at

beglnning-of-li_e (BOL); i.e. we have assumed that the photocurrents are

matched at BOL for an optimized MJ cell. This bandgap combination is, in

fact, approximately current matched a: BOL. For the GaAs-based MJ cel1_, the

photocurr_nt at BOL of the InGaAs and silicon bottom cells were set to 5.0 and
7.5 mA/cm L, respectively. These values are consistent with recent
measurements for CaAs-based MSKJ cells [4]. The photocurrents from the InGaAs

and silicon cel_s in the stack wa_e assumed to degrade at the measured rates

given in Figures 4 and 6. Note that this data was taken with full spectrum

illumination while the bottom cell of a stack will only be illuminated by the

spectrum filtered by the top cell.

The BOL and EOL (3E15 I-MeV electrons/cm 2) efficiencies calculated with

the above model for the fou_ MJ cells are presented in Table 2. The
performance of the MJ cells as a function of fluence are presented in Figures

8 to Ii. Given the approximations inherent in our model, the absolute values

of the efficiencies (Table 2) are not as significant as the differences in

efficiency between different configurations and at different fluence levels.
Note that the EOL efficienciss of the VM and independent configurations are
nearly the same for all four M/ cells. Note, also, that the difference in
efficiency between the Vil and independent configurations is indistinguishable
in the plots for the A1GaAs/silicon and GaAs/InCaAs MJ cells (Figures 9 and
lO).

Cell Configuration Efficiency (t)
BOL EOL A

AiGaAs/InCaAs Ind. 26.50 15.88 0.599
Series 26.47 11.45 0.433
Ix2 VM 25.81 15.86 0.6]4

A1GaAs/Sl Ind. 25.30 16.71 0.660
Series 25.30 14.04 0.555
Ix2 VM 25.30 16.71 0.660

GaAs/InGa_As Ind. 23.42 15.45 0.660
2x3 Vii 23.42 15.45 0.660

GaA_/Si Ind. 24.38 16.13 0.662
2x3 VM 24.08 16.05 0.660

Table 2. Calculated efficiencies at BOL and EOL for the El cells

at I00 suns, AH0 and 25"C. Ind., Series, and VM refers to indepen-

dent, series, and voltage-matched configurations, respectively.

I I
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DISCUSSION

particular attention. The first item to note is that the serles-configured MJ

cells degrade very rapidly due to the rapid degradation in Isc for the bottom
cell. The Pmax of the serles-conflgured MJ cells, in fact, becomes less than

that of a slngle-Junctlon GaAs cell at high fluences despite the much higher
BOL efficiency. Since the top cell produces most of the power from an MJ

cell, it Is very important that the output of the top cell not be limited by

the bottom cell. The bancgaps should be chosen for matched currents at EOL,

which requires either AIGqAs with a wider bandgap or a bottom cell with a

narrower bandgap. While the EOL Ppax would be improved with EOL matched
currents, it would still be less than that of the independent configuration

wlth the present bandgap combination because the new bandgap combination for

EOL current matching would be less optimum (Figure 2).

The second item to note is that the VM configuration performs nearly as
well as the independent configuration for all four MJ cells over the entire

fluence range. The Pmax degradation of the VM configuration is much less than

that of the series configuration since voltage degrades much less rapidly than
current for these particular subcells. The AIGaAs/InGaAs MJ :ell Is

particularly interesting. The VM configuration for this cell initially

produces about 3% less power at BOL than the series or independent

configurations because the voltages of the subcells are slightly mismatched.

However, the subcell voltages become be_ter matched as they degrade with

irradiation such that the Pmax for the "_ configuration is nearly the same as

for the IndPpendent configuration at EOL. Also note that the Pmax of the VM

and independent conflgurationa are about 39t greater than the Pmax of the
series configuration at EOL for the AIGaAs/InCaAs cell. For the

AIGaAs/slllcon cell, the voltages of the subcells are nearly matched over the

entire fluence range, so that the difference in performance between the

independent and VM configurations is negligible. Again, both the independent

and VM configurations have higher efflclencles than the series configuration
at EOL. Slmilarly, the 2x3 VM configuration for the CaAs-based MJ cells

yields an efficiency that is nearly the am as the independent configuration
over the entire fluence range.

The superiority of the voltage-matched configuration compared to the
series configuration is due to two factors. The first factor is that the

voltase degrades less rapidly than the current for these aubcells. This is

true for a wide variety of solar cells to high-energy particulate radiation.

The second factor is that the voltages of the subcells degrade at slmllar

rates while the current degradation varies significantly between different

subcells. This implies that a %M-conflgured NJ cell that is optimized at BOL

is still optlmal at EOL, while the performance of a serles-configured MJ cell

Is compromised in order to provide £OL current matching.

CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the expected perfon_nce of an A1CaAs/InGaAs,
A1GaAs/slllcon, GaAs/InGaAs, and GaAs/atltcon MJ concentrator cells as a

function of 1-MeV electron fluence with aeries and voltage-matched

configurations. It was shown that the module configuration can have a
slgni_lcant impact on the radiation tolerance of an MJ cell due to the

I
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different rates of degradation for voltage and current of the individual

subcells. In particular, the VM ccnfigura=ion was found to be superior to rh_
series configuration and to perform neatly as well as the independent
configuration for all MJ cells and radiation fluences considered.
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Figure i. A 2x4 voltage-matched circuit for a four-termlnal, two-junction MJ
cell [3]. In the above circuit, 4 strinRs of 2 serles-connected top subcells
are wired in parallel with 2 strings of 4 series-connected bottom subcells.

Figure 2. Iso-efficiency cucves for a two-Junction MJ cell as a function of

top and bottom subcell bandgaps (i sun, AM0). The VM configuration is for a
ix2 circuit.

Figure 3. T_o-efflclency curves for a three-Junction MJ cell as a function of

top and mlddle subcell bandgaps _I sun, _0). For each pair of top and middle

subcell bandgaps, the efflcler,cy was calculated with the bandgap of the bottom
subcell op_imlzed. For the VM configuration, the top subce!l is wired in

parallel with the serles-connected middle and bottom subcells [2].

Figure 4. Ratio of d_graded/inltlal values for Voc , Isc , and Pmax of an
AICaAs (1.72 eV) concentrator cell as a function of I-MeV electron fluence
(I00 suns, AMO, 25°C).

Figure 5. Ratio of degraded/inltlal values for Voc , Isc , and Pmax of a GaAs
(1.42 eV) concentrator cell as a function of I-MeV electron fluence (I00 suns,
AM0, 25"C).

Figure 6. Ratio of degraded/initial values for Voc , Isc , and Pmax of an
InCaAs (1.15 eV) concentrator cell as a function of I-MeV electron fluence
(I00 suns, AMO, 25"C).

Figure 7. R_tlo of de_raded/Inttial values for Voc , Isc , and Pmax of a
silicon (1.12 eV) concentrator cell as a function of I-MeV electron fluence
(I00 suns, AM0, 25"C).

Figure 8. Pmax as a function of I-MeV electron fluence for a CaAs
concentrator cell and an AICaAs/Ir_s MJ concentrator cell with a series, an

independent, and a VM configuration (I00 suns, AMO, 25"C). Pmax is normalized
with respect to the initial Paax of the AICaAs/InCaAs MJ cell with an
independent confl_ratlon.

Figure 9. Pmax a_ s funct_on of l-MeV electron fluence for a CaAs
concentrator cell and an AiCaAa/sillcon HJ concentrator cell with a series, an

independent, and a VH conflguraclon (100 suns, AHO, 25°C). P- x is normsllzed
with respect to the Inltlal Pmax o_ the AICaAs/silicon HJ cel_wlth an
independent conflguratlon.

Figure I0. Pmax as _ function of l-MeV electron fluence for a 6aAs

concentrator cell and a CaAs/InGaAs _ concentrator cell with an independent
and a 2x3 VH configuration (I00 suns, ANO, 25"C). Pmax is normalized with
respect to the initial Pmax of the CaAs/InCaAs MJ cell with an independent
configuratiou.

Figure ii. P__ as a function of l-HcF electron fluence for a GsAs

concentrator ce_l anO a GaAs/silicon t_ concentrator cell with an independent

and a 2x3 'O/ configuration (i00 suns, AHO, 25"C) Pmax is normalized with
respect tc the initial Pmax of the Gz_s/silicon MJ cell with an independent
configura'cion.
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INTRODUCT]OP

restraint conditions. Durlng most f]Ight conditions the crew_embers desire

a high level of mobility in order to activate controls, reach switches, and
check rear vision. During some flight environments, however, such as

buffet, outside loops, or out-of-control conditions _ high level of

restraint is necessary. Pilot performance may be degraded by involuntary

G-Induced body displacement in the cockpit. The forces generated by these

types of flight maneuvers may significantly decrease the pilot's abilltv to
control the aircraft or even _nltlate electlon procedures. Pizots have

reported contacting the canopy during -Gz maneuvers (4). Centrifuge
studies with human subjects using typical milltarv restraints have been

conducted and measurements of ].flem displacement off the seat pan (4) and

12 cm of helmet rise at-2.0 Gz have been documented (5). The measurement _=_
of displacement can be a useful quantitative tool in _v_luatlnR restraint

systems. The use of a head-up-dlsplsv (HUD) may be rendered ineffective by
lateral or vertical head motion of greater than 12.7 cm. A data base

relating head and eve positions to acceleratlon levels would be helpful to

cockpit designers. This report describes a photographic system that hao

been used to measure body dlsplacement on the Dynamic EavL_onm_nt Simulator _._
(DES), a three axis man-rated centrifuge located at Wrlght-Patterson AFB,
OH. Data from various acceleration environments are also presented.

METHODS

Photographic System _

A stereoscopic photographic system consisting of two motorized 35 mm i _
single lens reflex (SLR) cameras, two light emlttlng dlode (LED) digital

display units, three acce!erometers, and a microprocessor controller was
used. The cameras (Canon A-] with 50 m_ lens) were mounted in the DE_ cab

in the horizontal plane with a separation angle of approximately 90°. The L
field of view of each camera included the sublect's head, upper torso, and

a digital display unit containing X,Y, and Z accelerometer values, film

frame counter, date, and sublect's name. Reference targets were 1ns[_ited
to define the geometry of the DES cab. A minimum of eight targets was _._._
used, three of which were required to be i_ the field of view of both _

cameras. Also, targets to track body displacement were placed on the

sublects. Tvplcal target placements included the shoulders and helmet. _
The eves were also used as targets. A subJec_ in the DES cab and reference ._,
targets are shown in Figure I. Figure 2 presents a block diagram and ,_

picture of the photographic system. The system can be operated _n either "'_:_
an autom_tlc or manual mode. In the automatic mode the microprocessor is

programmed to activate the cameras with each acceleration level change of •

±0.5 Gx, 0.5 Gv, or 1.0 Gz. The cameras may also be operated ranually by
personnel in the monitoring room. ASA 400 color slide film was used in .f,
rhls application. The light level in the DES cab was sufficient so that no _,

additional flash lighting was reKu_red. The exposed film was processed and _r_,
left in strip form. @_'_
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Di_itlzer
t_

Each target location was manually mecsvred using ;,T_X,Y fi]ms,trlp
d_gitizer. This unit consi,,;ts of a 35 v_, proiecter, 50.8 x 50,g c'm rear C4

projection screen, movable X,Y cursor, keyboard, and a paper tape punch

Munit. As each frame is projected onto the vlewln F,_creen, the F_vable

cursor is positioned over each reference target and polnt,_: of interest on

the subject. The vertical (X) and horizontal (Y) coordlnateq of each

location ale then punched on eIRht channel, one inch paper tape. The |
subject number, date, fi!r, frame number, and X,Y, and Z accelcratlon levels

!

were entered via the keyboard. After tlle filmstrip dat;, l._ve been eucoded

onto paper tape, it is transferred to a 9-track magnati(: tape for compt,ter

processing. An analvsls program reads the horizontal and vertical coordi-

nates and computes the 3-D coordinates (X,Y,Z) of the points of interest.

Heasuremcmt errors with the systems were found to be tes._ than 3%.

RESULTS I

Filmstrips have been taken re provide body dlsplacemevt data durin_

several experiments conducted on the DES. Xhe primary c,hiect_w..,; of those

experiments were to measure porforman<'e or physiological parameters and are i
reported separately bv others. The dlspl_cement measurements quantlf_ed by

the photographic system are documented in this repo_t. ;'

1 cot,.._isted of p ._odifted Stente] atrcr:_ft ._eat i_Experimental setup

with adjustable lap |_elt and double ,qhoulder ,,.traps (4.L cm wide). The

seat back argle (SBA) was 30° from the vertical. F:.:perlment_ using th_ |
_etup are reported bv Frazler (I), (;tthrie (3), }'opplow (6), Reppergol _7),

and Van Patten (9). Results from tht_; _etup are reported _n T_ble I.

_ABLE i -DISP|ACEMENT DATA COMPII.;;D BY GUTIIP,IE (2)

Displacem_ r,t (cm)

G I'h,'e Fie I me t N

-I Gz 4.79 5.84 12 !

+I Cz (I () I ? '_\

+2 Gz ?. 45 2.8S 1'.' .,_
+3 Gz '?.04 2.67 1" .'.
+4 Gz 3 (14 3 43 I" "_'

+5 C,z 3.43 J._; " 12

-2 GV 7.16 q.19 _ %"

-I Gv 3.4_ 4.8"1 12 ,_'_

+], (;v 4.87 _. I? 12
+2 Gv 6.81 8.4_ 6
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i| Re_ra_i_g forcp_ a,,r4no +Cv Acceleration have been measured bv
instT.umentlng the left shoulder pad support with a load cell (i).
Additional data were subsequently collected by also installing _r _t

instrumented head support (Fig. 3). The data are presented in Table !',

JTABLE 11 - I,ATERAL FORCES (KILOGRAMS)

_Jl

Shoulder Pad (kg) Helmet Pad (kg) N
Gy Gz Mean -+s.d.

I1.0 0 28.6 + 9.0 -- 8

1.5 1.0 37.6 + 8.6 -- 8
1.5 2.0 30.4 -+9.0 -- 8
2.0 1.0 55.8 -+12.7 -- 8

J2.0 2.0 47.2 ± 14.5 -- 8

2.5 1.0 66.2 +-18.1 -- 8

2.5 2.C 60.4 +_ 11.8 -- 8

1.5 l.0 33.0 9.0 4 ,_

1.5 3.0 28.5 7.0 4
1.5 5.0 27.8 8.1 4

2.0 1.0 44.8 12.1 4

2.0 5.0 22.6 II.4 4
II j_i_ unit uam_ _ i_liau n_ 8¢_ R _ Ir R _ili_ili n_ilU_i_inmiil_ i_ii_n_mui_ m_n_ _ _ _ _

Experimental setup 2 consisted of a rebuilt ACES I[ seat, SBA of 30°, _._
lap belt, and PCU-15/P torso harness with the inertia reel locked (Figure ;_
4). Additional lateral support was provided by shoulder pads during hal_

of the runs. The shoulder pads were I0 cm x 15.2 cm and were indlvlduallv ._

adjusted for each subject to provide lateral support a_ the upper hu_;erus.

They were padded with high densltv foam rubber (1.9 cm thick). The

performance and physiological results are reported by Stewart (8). The
displacement d_ta are reported in Table lit.

TABLE III - DISPLACEMENT DATA IN THE ACES ll SEAT

i_m m ai_m r_ laiD uii_ n i_ii_ I_ i an_n_ im:_iaitim _ _ii _ _ _ _ _i_ milan u _i_i_i_nln _ i_ii_ _i_ _ _ _i_ _ _ n_ i
Mean Displacement (cm) ± Standard Deviation

Sta_dard Restraint Shoulder Fads _,_',_

Eve Shoulder Eve Shoulder _

2 GV 10.16 +-3.55 9.05 +2.29 3.96 +-1.96 4.08 ±0.40

4 Cz 3.95 +-2.30 1.70 ±0.77 ........

Displacements at GV are In the lateral axis and in the verticcl axis for Cz.
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DISCUSSION

+Gz Accelerat4on g

The acceleration envlrorment most con_o_Iv encot,atered by the a4rcrew
member _8 in the +(;zd_rectlon. In our experiments the highest G levels

were attained and the leas_ eve displacement c,ccurred during +Gz. The seat

provides good support in this d_rection. Compression of the seat pan i

cushion and subject's spiral column _nd torso would constitute components
contrlbutlng to eve dlspl_cement during +Gz. During these studies the

subjects were instructed and able to maintain an upright posture. It is

possible, however, during high Gz maneuvers Ic, a crewmember to become

slumped over and unable to regain a_ upright posltton until the G force is
decreased. The initial slumping could occur voluntarily or be induced by m

factors such as asvm_etrlcal helmet loadt_g or off-axle G force con_ponents.

The data by Guthrle (2) records a_ average eve displacement of 3.L__ cn

at 5 Cz (Table ! & Figure 5). At 2.0 Gz, 70% of that dlsp)acement was

reached, p_rbaps as the initial compression of the torso and seat cushion
occurred. Vertical helmet dlsp]acement was always greater than eve i

dis_!aeement. The average difference was 0.47 =m, _Ith l_tt]e sddlttonal
change occurring between 2.0 and 5.0 Gz. The data compare favorably with

Kenr,edv (3) who reported up tc 5.5 cm of eve displacement at 6.0 Gz. That
study attributed 17% of the eve dlsplacement to head pitch down and 83% to

the slump of the aubJect.

-Gz Acceleration,

The lap belt aud shoulder harness res_relns the crewmember against -Gz

forces. The displacement is gre_ter in thi_ d_rectlon thnu in +Gz. Strap

material, attachment geometry, tightness of adjustment, area of support,
and other factors affect -Gz restraint. Our data were taken only at -I.0

Gz and rem,lted In an _erage upward vertlc_l displacement of the eve of
4.79 cm. Larch (5), using seven different restraint harness configura-
tions, reported a dibplacement (l,elmet) range of 5 to 12 cm at -2.0 Cz.

Leupp (4) reported buttock dlsplscerent off the seat p_ of 3.6 cm at -2.(

Gz with hi, an _ubJects. Off-seat dlsplacement of 3.7 cm at -2.0 Gz and 0.4
cm at -5.0 Gz wer_ also repotted by Leupp when a 95 percez,ttle man4kin was

used.

Cv Acceleration
Mo:_t aircraft are not capable of generating significant Gv (lateral) _

accelerations. Conseque_t!v. restraint systems are not designed to provide q
good lateral support. _ean eve displacement st 10.16 cm was recorded at r]9
2.0 Ov (Table Ili). _h.+ is nearing the exit php_l of the typical HUD
(12.7 cm). It was our observation that the subjects exposed to Cv .i

scot)oration experienced not only a lateral displacement but also bending ¢_

of the torso or head-neck and rotation (primarily of the head). The data e'r_
are for total sideward displacement and do not differentiate between |
displacement, b_ndtng, sad rotation. Improving the standard restraint

system b_ adding shoulder pad supports reduced, at the 2 Cv level, mean eve
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displacement from 10.16 to 3.96 c_ (61_) and shoulder displacement from

9.05 to 4.08 cm (55_). Increasing the Gz component decreased the force _-a_
measured with an instrumented shoulder pad (Table II & Fig. 6) _nd probably _oq
reduced sideward displacement. It was the consensus o[ our subjects that

Jthe standard restratar svste_ was inadequate above 1.5 GV. Sow of our
subJect_ at 2.0 GY experienced lateral head rotation esti=at_d between 20"
and 45". This high degree of rotation _n combination with the helmet and
_ask profile could obscure the v_ewtng of some forward mounted cockpit
instruments and be outside the riving envelope of s HOD.

CONCLUSIONS

_e stereoscopic photographic system _as used on the DES to measure
eVv displacement during a var_tv of acceleration environments. Eve
displacements of 3.95 cm have been measured at +4.0 Gz, 4.79 cm st -1.0 Gz,
and 10.16 cm at 2.0 G¥. l_e system, once installed, ts easy to use and
non-tnvastve to the subject. The dtsadvantgge of the svste_ is that large
a_ounts of dnta are time consuming to reduce. Our current plam, are to
replace the photographic system with a sonic digitizer system that vtll
provide real time displacement data.

i
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Figure 5. Displacements at various conditions.
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